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To model proton transfer in biological systems, we consider a modified H5O2
+ system, in which each of the

two outermost hydrogens (H*) is assigned a large mass in order to represent a backbone. For the potential
energy surface of our model, we add a harmonic function, called the “backbone term”, to the potential energy
function of Ojama¨e, Shavitt, and Singer for H5O2

+. This backbone term holds the H* atoms apart and, thus,
provides various oxygen-oxygen distances and barriers for proton transfer. Variational transition-state theory
(CVT) rate constants converge for H* masses greater than 1000 amu. These rate constants decrease
exponentially as the backbone-backbone equilibrium distance increases. CVT rate constants also decrease
as the backbone-term force constant increases and converge in the limit of a large backbone-term force constant.
Tunneling effects are more important at low temperature and for larger values of backbone-term force constants
or backbone-backbone equilibrium distances. The motion of the system along the minimum energy path
from the saddle point to the product involves the motion of the proton between two relatively fixed oxygens
followed by fragment motion and relaxation into the product well.

1. Introduction

Proton transfer is a fundamentally important process in both
chemistry and biology. For example, the biological mechanisms
of carbonic anhydrase,1,2 histidine decarboxylase,3 bovine
plasma amine oxidase,4 alcohol dehydrogenase,4,5 and
bacteriorhodopsin6-9 are all thought to involve proton-transfer
processes. In a biological system, proton transfer can occur by
the migration of a proton through the medium, such as water,
or by the direct transfer of a proton between two large molecules
or membranes. Also, proton transfers between polypeptides and
bases in the gas phase10-12 and between water molecules in
acidic solutions13,14 are of interest to chemists. Here, we
consider direct gas-phase proton transfer between protein chains
or within the backbone of a macromolecule.
In this work, we model a proton-transfer reaction between

two heteroatoms in biological systems. In particular, we
calculate the rate constants for gas-phase proton transfer between
two hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl groups attached to different
macromolecules or to different regions of the same macromol-
ecule, as shown in Figure 1. In our model, the backbone regions
of the macromolecule(s) are replaced with single hydrogen
atoms with a variable mass (H*). Thus, our model is chemically
equivalent to studying proton transfer in H5O2

+, for which a
large number of theoretical studies have been performed.13-20

Note that in our model, the proton is transferred between
oxygens attached to hydrogens. However, in a biological
system, each oxygen is bonded to a carbon atom of the
backbone. The experimental force constants for these bonds
are somewhat different: 5.42 mdyn/Å for the C-O bond in
methanol and 8.45 mdyn/Å for the O-H bond in water.21 In
addition, the C-O equilibrium bond distance in methanol is
1.42 Å and the O-H equilibrium bond distance in water is 0.96
Å.21 Thus, the major difference in using an O-H bond instead
of a C-O bond for the H*-O interaction is that the oxygen

atom is held somewhat more tightly and about 0.5 Å closer to
the backbone.
Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the dynamical

behavior of the H5O2
+ system is determined by the total

electronic energy as a function of the nuclear coordinates, i.e.,
the potential energy surface. Fortunately, several potential
energy surfaces for H5O2

+ are available.13,18-20 The potential
energy surface we use here was developed by Ojama¨e et al.14,20

An important feature of this and most other surfaces for the
H5O2

+ system is a global minimum with an O-O distance of
approximately 2.4 Å and a proton midway between the oxygens.
Hence, in the equilibrium configuration of H5O2

+, a proton is
shared equally between the two water molecules. To represent
proton transfer between hydroxyl groups attached to macromo-
lecular backbones, the potential energy surface for our model
is obtained from that of H5O2

+ by adding a “backbone term”
that holds the H*’s apart. This backbone term is taken to be aX Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,December 15, 1997.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the proton-transfer model considered
here.
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harmonic term containing two adjustable parameters, a force
constant and an H*-H* equilibrium distance (see below). This
force constant governs the rigidity of the backbone-backbone
separation, while different H*-H* equilibrium distances result
in different oxygen-oxygen distances; this leads to different
barrier heights for proton transfer. We note that an extra
harmonic term has been used together with ab initio electronic
energies in studies of the potential energy surfaces for the
H5O2

+, H4O2Li+, and H3O2
- systems by Kar and Scheiner.22

We further note that the use of an extra harmonic function in
the potential energy surface is similar to the technique employed
in two studies of proton transfer in water molecule chains.23,24

Those authors maintained the linearity of the water chain by
placing the whole system in a cylindrical harmonic restoring
potential, in which harmonic terms were connected to each of
the oxygens.
In real systems, proton-transfer reactions might occur for

various backbone-backbone interactions and for various dis-
tances between donor and acceptor functional groups. Thus,
the major goal of the present work is to study the dependences
of the proton-transfer rate constant on the distance and rigidity
of the H*-H* separation. In section 2, we discuss the methods
used in this study, and the results are presented in section 3.
Section 4 summarizes our conclusions.

2. Theory and Computational Methods

The potential energy function we use for H5O2
+ was

developed by Ojama¨e et al.14,20 by fitting a functional form to
a large number of ab initio points computed at the MP2 level
with an aug′-cc-pVTZ basis set. The functional form consists
of two-body interactions, three-body interactions, and electro-
static contributions. Although the ab initio calculations are high
level, the fit is not quantitatively accurate. For example, the
energy barriers to proton transfer for two different fixed
oxygen-oxygen distances evaluated from the ab initio data and
the fitted potential energy function are compared in Table 1.
For these calculations, the starting geometry was obtained from
the optimized MP2 geometry by varying the O-O distance.
The proton-transfer process was then assumed to occur along
the O-O vector, and the O-H-O bond angle was restricted
to be linear. While the barriers obtained from the potential
energy function and the ab initio data are in good agreement
for an O-O distance of 2.80 Å, the results differ by 34% for
an O-O distance of 2.60 Å. Nevertheless, we are confident
that the basic topology of the fitted potential energy function is
correct, so it should describe the H5O2

+ electronic energy well
enough for the present model. As discussed above, to model
our tethered-oxygen system, we add a harmonic term, called
the “backbone term”, to the H5O2

+ potential energy function:

where kb is the backbone-term force constant andRb is the
backbone-term H*-H* equilibrium distance. In the present
study, we have employed parameter values of 1.0-64.0 mdyn/Å
for kb and 4.130-4.830 Å forRb. In addition, we have varied
m(H*), the atomic mass of H*, from 10 to 10 000 amu.

Proton-transfer rate constants were obtained for various sets
of backbone-term parameters and H* masses using several levels
of transition-state theory. In conventional transition state theory
(TST),25-27 the rate constant at temperatureT for the unimo-
lecular reaction in the present work is given by

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,h is Planck’s constant,Vq is
the classical potential energy of the saddle point relative to the
energy of the hydrogen-bonded reactant at its equilibrium
geometry,QA(T) is the partition function of the reactant, and
Qq(T) is the transition-state partition function at the saddle point.
(In this work, the bound vibrational and rotational motions were
assumed to be separable, and the vibrational partition functions
were computed quantum mechanically within the harmonic
approximation.) An improved version of TST, called canonical
variational transition-state theory (CVT),28-30 yields more
accurate rate constants by optimizing the location of the dividing
hypersurface. By locating the dividing hypersurface at the
reaction “bottleneck”, CVT minimizes recrossing effects. The
unimolecular CVT rate constant is given by

whereVMEP(s) is the classical potential energy at a point on the
minimum energy path (MEP) corresponding to reaction-
coordinate values, andQGT(T,s) is the generalized transition-
state partition function ats. Exploration of the MEP is
performed by a steepest-descents method in mass-scaled coor-
dinates.29 For chemical reactions involving the transfer of a
hydrogen atom, quantum effects should not be neglected. In
the present work, these effects are included by multiplying the
CVT rate constant by transmission coefficients obtained from
semiclassical approaches developed by Truhlar et al.:30-38

whereκCVT/G is given by

wheres*CVT(T) is the location of the CVT transition state for
temperatureT. These methods assume that tunneling occurs
through the ground state vibrationally adiabatic potential energy
curve,Va(s), which is obtained by the addition of the generalized
transition state zero-point energy to the classical energy along
the MEP:

whereεVIB,m (nm ) 0,s) is the vibrational zero-point energy of
generalized bound normal modem. Here PSAG(E) is the
semiclassical ground-state probability of tunneling through
Va(s) at total energyE. In the minimum-energy-path semiclas-
sical adiabatic ground-state method (MEPSAG),30-32 the tun-
neling path is assumed to lie along the MEP. For cases in which
the curvature of the reaction path is significant, inclusion of
this effect leads to the small-curvature semiclassical adiabatic

TABLE 1: Barrier Heights (in kcal/mol) for Proton
Transfer in H 5O2

+ between Fixed Oxygens

RO-O (Å) ab initio14 potential function

2.60 6.5 8.7
2.80 32.8 32.0

Vmodel) VH5O2
+ + 1/2kb(RH*H* - Rb)

2 (1)

kTST(T) )
kBT

h
Qq(T)

QA(T)
exp(-Vq/kBT) (2)

kCVT(T) ) min
s

kBT

h
QGT(T,s)

QA(T)
exp[-VMEP(s)/kBT] (3)

kCVT/G(T) ) κ
CVT/G(T)kCVT(T) (4)

κ
CVT/G(T) )

exp[Va(s*
CVT(T))/kBT]

kBT
∫0∞PSAG(E) exp(-E/kBT) dE (5)

Va(s) ) VMEP(s) + ∑
m)1

F-1

εVIB,m(nm ) 0,s) (6)
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ground-state approach (SCSAG).30,33 The SCSAG method
generally predicts a larger tunneling contribution than the
MEPSAG method does. When the curvature coupling to the
reaction path is significant in more than one bound mode, a
modified version of the SCSAG method, called the centrifugal-
dominant small-curvature semiclassical adiabatic ground-state
approach (CD-SCSAG)34 is recommended. All the calculations
presented in this work were performed with the POLYRATE
4.0 program.34

3. Results and Discussion

We computed the minimum energy path (MEP) for different
backbone-term parameters and H* masses by a steepest-descents
method in mass-scaled coordinates with a step size of 0.0001
bohr, where the coordinates are scaled to a reduced mass of 1
amu. This provides the system geometry and classical energy,
VMEP(s), relative to that of the reactant, as functions of the
reaction coordinate,s. At every 0.01 bohr along the MEP, we
performed a projected normal-mode analysis39 and obtained the
ground-state vibrationally adiabatic energy,Va(s), of the system.
Note that, while the potential energy surface is insensitive to
the H* mass, the MEP and, hence, theVMEP(s)andVa(s)curves,
depend onm(H*). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we have
chosenm(H*) ) 10 000 amu for the results presented below.
Note also that the reaction path is symmetric: the reactant and
product are equivalent, and the saddle point lies midway between
them. Therefore, we need to discuss only that portion of the
reaction path from the saddle point (s) 0) to the product (s>
0). Figure 2 displaysVMEP(s) for kb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å andRb )
4.130, 4.335, 4.500, 4.625, 4.731, and 4.830 Å as functions of
the reaction coordinate,s. This figure shows that the barrier
height and width increase dramatically asRb increases. This is
consistent with the relationship between the barrier height and
the distance between proton-donor and -acceptor groups reported
by Scheiner.40 To understand this behavior, that author assumed
that the proton-transfer process can be decomposed into two
simultaneous separate processes: the bond dissociation of the
proton from the donor and the bond formation of the proton
with the acceptor. Qualitatively, the sum of the potentials of
these two processes should give the proton-transfer potential,
the maximum of which comes from the summation of the
energies at the crossing point of these two potentials. Based
on this argument, Scheiner reasoned that the longer the distance
between proton donor and acceptor groups, the higher the
intersection of these two potentials, and hence, the higher the

barrier. The same trend is also observed in Figure 3, which
shows∆Va(s), i.e., the difference betweenVa(s) and the ground-
state vibrationally adiabatic energy of the reactant, forkb ) 8.0
mdyn/Å and the same set ofRb values as functions of the
reaction coordinate. In fact, the presence of both classical and
adiabatic barriers is mostly determined byRb. Generally, there
is no barrier forRb < 4.1 Å (RO-O < 2.5 Å); for kb g 1 mdyn/
Å, there is a barrier forRb > 4.1 Å. We note that the present
classical and adiabatic barrier heights forkb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å and
Rb ) 4.500 Å (9.89 and 6.36 kcal/mol, respectively) are similar
to, although somewhat larger than the corresponding MP2 values
obtained by Kar and Scheiner22with a 6-31+G** basis set (8.60
and 4.54 kcal/mol, respectively). In addition, the present
decrease in the classical barrier height forRb < 4.500 Å is less
pronounced than that observed by those authors. Along the
reaction path, we often found one or more regions where a
normal mode orthogonal to the reaction path has a double-well
potential and, therefore, an imaginary frequency at the MEP.
These modes were ignored for the calculations in these regions.
However, these modes affect the shape ofVa(s) by creating local
minima along the reaction path, as shown in Figure 3. For
example, forkb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å andRb ) 4.500 Å, imaginary-
frequency regions along the reaction path toward the product
side occur fors between 0.18 and 0.90 bohr and fors between
1.43 and 2.54 bohr. The former explains the sharp decrease in
Va(s) for s around 0.70 bohr. In this region, the imaginary-
frequency mode corresponds to O-H-O inversion. As we
continue to move along the reaction path, the frequency of this
mode once again becomes real, andVa(s) increases from the
contribution of this mode. After passing the local maximum
(s = 1.1 bohr),Va(s) drops rapidly in part because the mode
corresponding to O-H-O inversion again has an imaginary
frequency.
In Figure 4,VMEP(s) is plotted forRb ) 4.830 Å andkb )

1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0, 32.0, and 64.0 mdyn/Å. While thekb
force constant has a small effect on reactant and product
properties, it significantly affects the properties of the system
at the saddle point and along the reaction path. In fact, the
classical barrier height increases rapidly askb increases from
1.0 to 4.0 mdyn/Å. Forkb g 8.0 mdyn/Å, the barrier height
increases slowly toward a large-kb limit. We also note that
VMEP(s) decreases to zero more rapidly for largerkb values. To
explain these observations, we note that a smaller value ofkb
leads to a less rigid system and allows the oxygen atoms to
move more during the proton-transfer process. In particular, a

Figure 2. Classical potential energy (VMEP) for kb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å and
Rb ) 4.130, 4.335, 4.500, 4.625, 4.731, and 4.830 Å as functions of
reaction coordinates relative to the energy of the reactant for thatRb
value.

Figure 3. Ground-state vibrationally adiabatic potential energy (∆Va)
for Rb ) 4.130, 4.335, 4.500, 4.625, 4.731, and 4.830 Å andkb ) 8.0
mdyn/Å as functions of reaction coordinates relative to the adiabatic
energy of the reactant for thatRb value.
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greater shortening of the O-O distance at the saddle point for
smaller values ofkb leads to a lower barrier height, as discussed
below. Similar trends are observed for∆Va(s), as shown in
Figure 5.
For Rb ) 4.830 Å andkb ) 64.0 mdyn/Å, the geometrical

changes as the system proceeds along the reaction path from
the saddle point toward the product are displayed in Figure 6.
From this figure, we see that the proton first moves from one
oxygen to the other, followed by the bending of H-O-H angles
in the H3O+ moiety. The system then relaxes into the product
well by twisting around the O-H-O bond axis. The oxygen-
oxygen (O-O) and donor oxygen-proton (O-H+) distances
are also plotted as functions ofs for this set of backbone-term
parameters in Figure 7. Betweens) 0 ands) 0.7 bohr, the
O-O distance remains nearly constant as the O-H+ distance
increases, corresponding to a direct proton transfer between fixed
oxygens, in qualitative agreement with the behavior observed
in an ab initio study of this system by Kar and Scheiner.22 The
changes in these curves for larger values ofs correspond to the
other motions described above. The same kinds of motion are
observed for smaller values ofkb, except that the relaxation
process involves some other types of motion, e.g., O-H-O
bending along with twisting around the O-H-O bond axis.
This leads to a longer reaction path, as shown in Figures 4 and
5. We note for the calculation of the rate constants that the
saddle-point geometry has aC2 axis bisecting the O-H-O
angle. This gives a factor of one-half in the transition state
rotational partition function.

Since we are modeling a proton-transfer reaction between
two hydroxyl groups attached to a backbone, we calculated rate
constants for H* masses of 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000 amu.
The results at 300 K are shown in Table 2 forRb ) 4.731 Å
andkb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å. No variational effect is observed here
because the variational bottleneck is at the saddle point for this
set of backbone-term parameters; hence, both TST and CVT
predict the same rate constants. On the other hand, both
reaction-path tunneling (CVT/MEPSAG vs CVT) and the

Figure 4. Classical potential energy (VMEP) for Rb ) 4.830 Å andkb
) 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0, 32.0, and 64.0 mdyn/Å as functions of reaction
coordinates relative to the energy of the reactant for thatkb value.

Figure 5. Ground-state vibrationally adiabatic potential energy (∆Va)
for kb ) 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0, 32.0, and 64.0 mdyn/Å andRb ) 4.830
Å as functions of reaction coordinates relative to the adiabatic energy
of the reactant for thatkb value.

Figure 6. Geometrical changes along the proton-transfer reaction path
from the saddle point (s) 0 bohr) to the product forkb ) 64.0 mdyn/Å
andRb ) 4.830 Å.

Figure 7. Oxygen-oxygen (O-O) and donor oxygen-proton (O-
H+) distances as functions of the reaction coordinates for Rb ) 4.830
Å and kb ) 64.0 mdyn/Å.

TABLE 2: Rate Constants (in s-1) for Various H* Masses
at 300 Ka

m(H*) (amu) TST CVT CVT/MEPSAG CVT/CD-SCSAG

10 2.47(4) 2.47(4) 4.51(5) 1.09(6)
100 1.75(4) 1.75(4) 3.09(5) 7.41(5)
1000 1.67(4) 1.67(4) 2.95(5) 7.08(5)
10000 1.67(4) 1.67(4) 2.94(5) 7.05(5)

akb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å andRb ) 4.731 Å; power of 10 is given in
parentheses.
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incorporation of reaction-path curvature (CVT/CD-SCSAG vs
CVT/MEPSAG) are significant for all H* masses. For all
backbone-term parameters, both CVT and CVT/CD-SCSAG rate
constants decrease as the H* mass increases, and they converge
for an H* mass of approximately 1000 amu. To understand
these trends, the mass-dependent quantities in the TST rate
constant (see eq 2), i.e., the ground-state vibrationally adiabatic
potential energy of the reactant,VaR, and of the saddle point,
Vaq, the adiabatic barrier height,∆Vaq, and the ratio of the
product of the three principal moments of inertia at the saddle
point to that of the reactant,IAqIBqICq/IARIBRICR, are listed in
Table 3 for the same set of backbone-term parameters as in
Table 2. From this table, we note that∆Vaq increases as the
H* mass increases. This is becauseVaR decreases more rapidly
thanVaq does as the H* mass increases. The increase in∆Vaq
leads to the decrease in the predicted rate constants between
m(H*) values of 10 and 1000 amu. For large H* masses, the
decrease inVaR for increasingm(H*) is almost the same as that
in Vaq, and the moment of inertia ratio is relatively constant.
These result in the convergence of the predicted rate constants
for m(H*) g 1000 amu. Since, in our model, the H* atom
represents the backbone of a very large molecule, we have taken
the value ofm(H*) to be 10 000 amu in the rest of the
calculations presented herein.
The backbone term in our model potential energy function

represents the potential energy of a “spring” that holds the two
H* atoms apart. Forkb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å andm(H*) ) 10 000
amu, this term yields a frequency of about 50 cm-1 for the H*-
H* stretch. We have already noted how the backbone-term
force constant,kb, affects theVMEP(s) andVa(s) curves. This
force constant also affects the proton-transfer rate constant and
other dynamical properties, because it determines the overall
flexibility of the system, as discussed below. CVT, CVT/
MEPSAG, and CVT/CD-SCSAG rate constants at 200, 300,
and 400 K forkb values from 1.0 to 64.0 mdyn/Å andRb values
from 4.130 to 4.830 Å are listed in Table 4S in the Supporting
Information. We note that there is a variational effect (CVT
vs TST) only forRb ) 4.130 Å andkb ) 1.0 mdyn/Å and for
Rb ) 4.500 Å andkb ) 1.0 mdyn/Å. This results in increases
in some of the predicted rate constants askb changes from 1.0
to 2.0 mdyn/Å for theseRb values. A logarithmic plot of the
predicted rate constants at 300 K vskb for Rb ) 4.830 Å is also
shown in Figure 8. These rate constants computed both without
and with the inclusion of reaction-path tunneling decrease very
quickly for kb values between 1 and 8 mdyn/Å, while for higher
kb values, the rate constants approach a high-kb limit. To
understand these results in more detail, the CVT rate constant
and transmission coefficients at 300 K and the saddle-point
oxygen-oxygen distance forRb ) 4.731 Å and variouskb values
are shown in Table 5. All of these properties tend toward a
large-kb limit. The reason for this is that for a largekb value,
the H*-H* distance, and hence, the O-O distance, remains
nearly constant all along the reaction path. However, for a small
kb value, the system is more flexible, and the oxygens move
closer together at the saddle point during the proton-transfer

process, as is evident from Table 5. Similar behavior was
observed in an ab initio study of this system by Kar and
Scheiner.22 This leads to lower proton-transfer barriers and
larger predicted rate constants for smallerkb values. Tunneling
effects also play an important role in the dynamical behavior
of the system, especially at low temperature and for largekb
values. The CD-SCSAG method predicts more tunneling than
the MEPSAGmethod for allkb values. This is expected because
of the effects of reaction-path curvature. Tunneling contribu-
tions from energies below 2.5 kcal/mol are no larger than 8%
for all the kb values studied here. Thus, by considering only
the shapes of theVa(s) curves in Figure 5 above an energy of
2.5 kcal/mol, we might expect larger transmission coefficients
for smaller kb values. However, the exponential factor,
exp[Va(s*CVT(T))/kBT], in the transmission coefficient (see eq
5) is larger for a higher adiabatic barrier. This factor offsets
the Boltzmann average of the tunneling probability,PSAG(E),
in the large-kb transmission coefficients, yielding larger trans-
mission coefficients forlarger kb values. We note that forkb
) 1.0 and 2.0 mdyn/Å andRb ) 4.130 Å, the transmission
coefficients are less than one (see Table 4S). This results from
the fact that, for these sets of backbone-term parameters, the
adiabatic energy at the CVT transition state lies below the
maximum of the ground-state vibrationally adiabatic curve,VAG.
To correct the MEPSAG and CD-SCSAG transmission coef-
ficients for the contributions from tunneling energies that lie
betweenVa(s*CVT(T)) andVAG, an additional factor, called the
classical adiabatic ground-state (CAG)32 transmission coef-
ficient, is included in the MEPSAG and CD-SCSAG rate
constants, making them smaller than the CVT rate constant in
these cases. In summary, we find that the more flexible the
system (i.e., the smaller thekb value), the faster the proton-
transfer reaction. When the system is very rigid, the effects of
tunneling are expected to play a more important role in the
dynamical behavior.

TABLE 3: Mass-Dependent Properties of the Reactant and
Saddle Point for Various H* Massesa

m(H*)
(amu)

Vaq

(kcal/mol)
VaR

(kcal/mol)
∆Vaq

(kcal/mol) IAqIBqICq/IARIBRICR

10 41.219 30.281 10.938 0.745
100 38.374 27.231 11.143 0.721
1000 37.697 26.526 11.171 0.714
10000 37.517 26.343 11.174 0.713

akb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å andRb ) 4.731 Å.

Figure 8. Logarithm of the rate constants at 300 K as functions ofkb
for Rb ) 4.830 Å.

TABLE 5: CVT Rate Constants and Transmission
Coefficients at 300 K and Saddle-Point Oxygen-Oxygen
Distances (RO-O) for Various kb Valuesa

kb (mdyn/Å) RO-O (Å) kCVT (s-1) κMEPSAG κCD-SCSAG

1.0 2.638 5.46(6) 7.88 18.9
2.0 2.715 1.78(5) 13.3 36.1
4.0 2.763 3.58(4) 16.4 41.5
8.0 2.790 1.67(4) 17.6 42.4
16.0 2.803 1.15(4) 18.1 42.4
32.0 2.810 9.54(3) 18.2 42.4
64.0 2.813 8.71(3) 18.3 42.3

aRb ) 4.731 Å; power of 10 is given in parentheses.
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We now consider the effect of theRb parameter in the
backbone term on the predicted rate constants listed in Table
4S. Figure 9 contains plots of log(k) at 300 K vsRb for kb )
8.0 mdyn/Å. This figure shows that the CVT rate constant
decreases rapidly with increasingRb. In fact, log(k) decreases
nearly linearly withRb for Rb g 4.335 Å. Similar trends are
observed for the CVT/MEPSAG and CVT/CD-SCSAG rate
constants. However, the CVT/MEPSAG and CVT/CD-SCSAG
rate constants do not decrease quite as rapidly as the CVT rate
constants with increasingRb because of the effects of reaction-
path tunneling, as discussed below. Rate constants for other
backbone-term force constants exhibit similar behavior. As
shown in Figures 2 and 3, a largerRb value leads to higher
barriers in theVMEP(s) and Va(s) curves. This explains the
observed decrease in the CVT rate constant as theRb value
increases. We might also expect the transmission coefficients
to be smaller for a largerVa(s) barrier. However, as noted
above, the exp[Va(s*CVT(T))/kBT] factor in the transmission
coefficient is also large when theVa(s) barrier is high and
actually leads to anincreasing transmission coefficient for
increasingRb in this case. This is demonstrated in Table 6,
which lists CVT rate constants and transmission coefficients at
300 K and saddle-point O-O distances for variousRb values
for kb ) 2.0 mdyn/Å. The increases in the transmission
coefficients for increasingRb partly offset the dramatic decrease
in the CVT rate constant factor in the CVT/MEPSAG and CVT/
CD-SCSAG rate constants for increasingRb values. Therefore,
the effects of reaction-path tunneling are predicted to be most
important for largeRb values and low temperature. As expected,
the CD-SCSAG method yields larger transmission coefficients
than those from the MEPSAG method. Furthermore, a larger
Rb value leads to a larger H*-H* separation; hence, the O-O
distance at the saddle point also increases with increasingRb.
Our model indicates that the proton-transfer process occurs most
rapidly for small O-O distances, e.g., around 2.5 Å, where

tunneling is not significant. However, for larger O-O distances,
tunneling is expected to be very important.

4. Summary

In this work, we have studied a highly idealized model for
symmetric proton transfer between oxygens attached to molec-
ular backbones. Canonical variational transition state theory
(CVT) has been used to compute proton-transfer rate constants.
The potential energy surface we have used is a combination of
that of Ojama¨e et al.14,20 for H5O2

+ and an extra harmonic
“backbone term”. The key parameters of the model are the mass
of the backbone, the oxygen-oxygen distance, and the flexibility
of the system. The latter two are controlled by the backbone
term.
The predicted rate constants were found to converge for a

backbone mass of 1000 amu. As expected, we found that the
energy barrier to proton transfer is dependent upon the
backbone-backbone distance, as this affects the oxygen-
oxygen (O-O) distance at the saddle point. Specifically, we
found that there is a barrier to proton transfer for a backbone-
backbone distance greater than 4.1 Å, corresponding to a
minimum saddle-point O-O distance of 2.5 Å, which is shorter
than typical distances between heteroatoms involved in hydrogen
bonding in proteins and other large molecules.41 In addition, a
larger saddle point O-O distance leads to a higher barrier; this,
in turn, leads to a nearly exponential decrease in the predicted
rate constant. In general, the predicted rate constant at room
temperature decreases by 6-9 orders of magnitude as the
backbone-backbone distance parameter increases from 4.13 to
4.83 Å. The predicted rate constants were also found to increase
as the degree of rigidity of the system decreases, as this leads
to a shorter O-O distance at the saddle point and, thus, to a
lower barrier. Hence, our model indicates that the proton-
transfer process is more rapid for shorter backbone-backbone
distances or more flexible backbone-backbone interactions. In
addition, tunneling effects were found to be most important for
a high degree of rigidity, for a large backbone-backbone
separation, and for low temperature. Finally, the proton-transfer
process described by our model was found to consist of three
nearly distinct phases: motion of the fragments from the
hydrogen-bonded reactant geometry to the saddle-point fragment
geometry, proton transfer from the donor oxygen to the acceptor
oxygen with a relatively fixed O-O distance, and motion of
the fragments to the hydrogen-bonded product geometry.
Further investigations involving alternate treatments for the
imaginary-frequency normal modes orthogonal to the MEP and
for incorporating the high degree of reaction-path curvature in
the calculation of the transmission coefficients are currently in
progress. We are confident that this work provides greater
insight into direct proton-transfer processes in biological systems
and demonstrates the utility of the present model for the
description of other, e.g., nonsymmetric, proton-transfer reac-
tions.
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Supporting Information Available: Table 4S gives CVT,
CVT/MEPSAG, and CVT/CD-SCSAG rate constants at 200,
300, and 400 K for the model proton-transfer process considered

Figure 9. Logarithm of the rate constants at 300 K as functions ofRb
for kb ) 8.0 mdyn/Å.

TABLE 6: CVT Rate Constants and Transmission
Coefficients at 300 K and Saddle-Point Oxygen-Oxygen
Distances (RO-O) for Various Rb Valuesa

Rb (Å) RO-O (Å) kCVT (s-1) κMEPSAG κCD-SCSAG

4.130 2.486 9.29(11) 1.04 1.08
4.335 2.527 8.93(10) 1.76 2.22
4.500 2.592 2.64(9) 4.55 8.54
4.625 2.652 1.01(7) 8.84 22.3
4.731 2.716 1.78(5) 13.3 36.1
4.830 2.787 4.47(3) 17.5 42.3

a kb ) 2.0 mdyn/Å; power of 10 is given in parentheses.
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herein. Results are listed forkb ) 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0, 32.0,
and 64.0 mdyn/Å and forRb ) 4.130, 4.335, 4.500, 4.625, 4.731,
and 4.830 Å (2 pages). Ordering information is given on any
current masthead page.
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